
 

PURPOSE: This contract is written for the purpose of senior representative portraits. The signing of this contract 
states the client’s understanding that it is their choice to participate in these photos, and the client will not hold studio 
responsible for any negative actions or feelings that may commence due to the images of this shoot. The client is 
aware that these images are made public and will be used for advertising and marketing purposes The client states 
that they are 18 years or older. If the client is not 18 years or older, they understand a parent or legal guardian is 
required to sign this contract as well. Participating seniors are required to withhold both the professional and moral 
code and conduct of this contract, any failure or non-disclosure of any issues that may arise while representing 
Lindsay King Portraits may result in termination of your status as a Rockstar Rep/Model Squad program(s) and the 
rewards and shoots that go with it. Lindsay King reserves the right to remove any representative from the studio 
programs at any time without question asked should behavior in or out of the studio, during the time of the program, 
be less than becoming of a responsible and self-respecting young adult. Lindsay also reserves the right to add new 
reps to the program as she sees fit.  

A: SHOOTING WITH OTHER PHOTOGRAPHERS Rockstar Reps must not have Senior Portrait sessions with any 
other photographer during their representation of Lindsay King Portraits, nor shall they represent any other 
photographer that offers senior portrait services. “Representing” another photographer is as simple as hiring them for 
an individual photo shoot OR agreeing to model for another photographer under any capacity, professional OR non 
professional photographer. Doing so could negatively impact the business of both photographers and will 
immediately void this contract and your right to participate in the Rockstar Rep program and receive the 
shoots and prizes included. This does NOT include sports shoots though school or family sessions. Freshman 
Model Squad members that are are not required to hold a paid session with Lindsay as they are Freshman, but are 
also not permitted to model for another photographer during the duration of their contract as a Model Squad 
member. All Rockstars and Models ARE permitted to participate in family portraits with any studio of their choice as 
long as the studio/photographer does not promote their individual images as senior type images. To be clear, even 
friends with cameras who are aspiring photographers are not permitted to take your portraits while you are in the 
Rockstar Rep or Model Squad Program. Please ask any questions regarding this before signing this contract as there 
will be absolutely no exceptions made to this rule. In the event that a rep/model participates in a portrait session with 
another photographer during their contracted time with either program, an invoice WILL be sent to the parent for 
the cost of ALL rep sessions participated in at the average current specialty mini session rate of $175 each.  
 

Your Senior Session Your senior session should be on the studio books by February 1st, 2019 to ensure that you 
get a date in the season of your choice. If you are planning to attend retreat, you may use that in place of your senior 
session. Rockstar retreat is NOT mandatory and not included in the rep fee. Retreat will be explained at open house 
as it is an additional shoot out of town.  

B: CODE OF CONDUCT As a representative of our studio, all reps will be held to a high moral standard and will 
refrain from: Posting or sharing vulgar, discriminating, or hateful posts, images, or shares on social media.  

-Posting risqué or provocative images of themselves or others on social media.  
-Bullying; directly or indirectly both in the program and out.  
-Illegal behavior.  
-Swearing or posting vulgar language on social media. 
 
Reps who have even the slightest hint of inappropriate behavior on social media will be removed from the program 
immediately without hesitation and is fully at the discretion of Lindsay King. By signing this contract, you agree to 
comply with being your best self at all times.  

C: PROGRAM Reps will be committed to all promotional sessions. If you have knowledge that you will not be able to 
participate in some of our scheduled shoots, please contact the studio PRIOR to signing the contract. Reps agree to 
be available for as many shoots as possible and should understand that after missing 3 consecutive shoots, they will 
be removed from the program. Should you not be able to attend a shoot, a rescheduled shoot will not be available to 
you. Work and school schedules along with the occasional life events will absolutely be taken into consideration but it 
is expected that work schedules will be planned around shooting as your schedule will be given to you in plenty of 
time to make work related adjustments.  

LINDSAY KING PORTRAITS: ROCKSTAR INFORMATION 
Student 
Name 

 Parent 
Name 

 M.I. Date  

Street Address  Apartment/Unit #  

City  State  ZIP  

Phone  E-mail Address  



Reps agree to post at least one picture from every rep session on social media with a tag to the studio. A new 
watermarked, digital profile picture will be released to you (from your Rockstar / Model promo shoots) once each 
month for this specific purpose. You are not to crop the studio watermark off the image under any 
circumstance. If you are making a profile picture from your rep shoot and need to have the logo readjusted, please 
let Lindsay know and a new copy will be emailed to you. The purpose of our shoots is to promote the studio, 
removing the logo will defeat this purpose.  

Reps agree to share status posts, image posts, and promotional content over social media platforms, though the 
length of their contract.  

It is the client’s understanding that if, for any reason, Lindsay King does not think the rep or model is representing 
the studio appropriately, Lindsay King reserves the right to forgo agreement at any time. In this circumstance, the 
client would not receive any additional services related to the program from that point forward. It is the clients 
understanding that in this event they will receive an email notifying them that they are no longer a senior 
representative for Lindsay King Portraits. If you have not had your regular session photographed at this time, 
you will continue on as a regular client, you just won’t be part of the program. Should you decide not to hold 
your Senior session with the studio upon removal from the program, you will forfeit your senior session 
retainer.  

C: PAYMENTS Payment Stipulations: There is a $30 fee for any returned checks. In the event of a previous returned 
check by client, studio reserves the right to refuse payment of checks in the future, in which case cash, money order, 
cashier’s check, and debit/credit will be accepted.  

D: COPYRIGHT Client Usage Rights/Copyrights:  The photographs produced by studio are protected by Federal 
Copyright Law (all rights reserved) and may not be reproduced in any manner without studio explicit written 
permission. It is a breach of this contract to reproduce the images in any form unless rights were purchased within the 
package for those images.  

You will receive 3 images per shoot, with printing rights. These images will be placed in an online gallery or emailed 
to you directly, which ever is more convenient for the studio. Your printing rights will allow you to print the images for 
personal use, your printing rights are NOT the same as shared Copyright. You may not edit, alter, or change your 
images in any way whatsoever, doing so will be a breach of contract and direct Copyright Violation.  

Studio Usage Rights/Copyrights: Client grants studio unrestricted usage rights to use and publish photographs in any 
manner or medium. Client grants studio permission to use images taken within this session in sample albums, 
marketing materials, editorial, online web presences, including but not limited to, website, social networks, blog, etc. 
Images may also be used in photographic competitions and for publication in which case the client will release all 
profits from images.  

Completion Schedule: Due to the nature and purpose of the Rockstar & Model sessions, completion and product 
delivery time may vary. Rockstar & Model sessions are for the purpose of promotion and will not be returned in the 
same timely manner as your full senior session, sometimes resulting in a 5-6 week turnaround. You will be made 
aware once they are ready for posting.  
 
Your senior session date must be booked with a retainer within 90 days of signing this contract.  
By signing this contract, I agree to all the terms and conditions.  

___________________________________________	 ___________________________________	
Teen	Representative	Signature	 	 	 	 Date		

___________________________________________	 ___________________________________	
Parent/Guardian	Signature	 	 	 	 Date		

	


